For Immediate Release

Transforming Education, Inc. Announces Recent Incorporation as an Independent Nonprofit

Boston, MA – Today, Transforming Education, Inc. (TransformEd) formally announced that it has
incorporated as an independent 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. TransformEd began independent
operations on July 1, 2016, and since that time, has formed a founding board of directors and hired six
new staff members. Through this organizational growth, TransformEd remains committed to the same
mission: to support educators and education systems in equipping students with the Mindsets, Essential
Skills, and Habits (MESH) they need to succeed in college, career, and life.
“It’s truly an exciting time for our organization. With a dedicated board of directors and an expanded
staff, we are better able to share critical MESH-related research, inform local and national education
policy, and help create systems-level change to improve outcomes for all students,” said Sara Krachman,
Co-Founder and Executive Director of TransformEd.
TransformEd’s new Board of Directors includes leaders from across the education and non-profit spaces,
with expertise in the areas of research, policy and practice. For more information about the Board,
please see here [hyperlink].
TransformEd also announced that Chris Gabrieli will serve as Co-Chair of the organization’s National
Advisory Board with his brother and MIT-based cognitive neuroscientist, John Gabrieli, Ph.D. Chris
Gabrieli co-founded TransformEd with Krachman in 2013. “Chris has provided tremendous leadership
and counsel,” said Krachman. “We are grateful for his invaluable guidance, and we’re honored to have
him continue to serve TransformEd as Co-Chair of our Advisory Board.”
TransformEd partners with researchers and school systems to translate the latest research on
intrapersonal and interpersonal skills into actionable policies and practices that support student success.
Prior to becoming an independent 501 (c)(3) nonprofit, TransformEd operated under a parent nonprofit,
the National Center on Time & Learning.
For more information, please contact:
Bob LaRocca, Director of Policy and Communications – Bob@transformingeducation.org
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